
‘Were’ or ‘Was’ and ‘Did’ or ‘Done’

1. Complete the table below by adding 

the correct form of the verb.

4. Two children have written a sentence 

using the present perfect tense.

Who is correct? Explain your answer. 

2. Sort the sentences into the correct 

category.

A. We have eaten the entire cake! 

B. I fell in the lake yesterday. 

C. We went to the cinema last night. 

D. He has juggled two jobs for a year. 

5. Louise has been asked to change the 

sentence below into the present perfect 

tense.

She says,

Is Louise correct?

Explain your answer.

3. Rewrite the sentences to create present 

perfect form sentences. Use the word 

bank to help you.

A. I walked home from school in the rain.

B. David forgot his homework today.

C. My mum grew some tomatoes.

D. We gave our pocket money to charity.

6. Choose from the past tense verbs 

below to write three sentences in the 

present perfect tense.

Hint: beware of irregular verbs. 
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Simple past Present perfect

watered

have driven  

saw

has finished

Simple past tense

have has

Present perfect tense

I played football with my friends.

To change this sentence into 
the present perfect tense, I 
would use ‘has played’.

Inayya

Harvey

Our teacher has said we can 
have golden time on Friday.  

Our teacher said we could 
have golden time on Friday. 

flew hid

jumped knew

painted read



‘Were’ or ‘Was’ and ‘Did’ or ‘Done’

1. 

2. Simple past tense: B and C; Present perfect tense: A and D 

3. A. I have walked home from school in the rain.

B. David has forgotten his homework today.

C. My mum has grown some tomatoes.

D. We have given our pocket money to charity.

4. Inayya is correct because she has used ‘has said’. Harvey has written in the simple 

past tense. 

5. Louise is incorrect. To change the sentence into the present perfect tense, she needs to 

use ‘I have played’ and not ‘I has played’ because ‘I’ is a singular pronoun.

6. Various answers, for example: 

We have flown to Spain for our holiday. 

My mum has hidden treasure for us to find. 

Katie has jumped off the waterfall. 
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Simple past Present perfect

watered have/has watered

drove have driven  

saw have/has seen

finished has finished


